
Tournament Details

Free text unless otherwise indicated by a drop-down menu of choices

Only enter tournament details in top half of draw for 48/64 draws as information will be copied automatically onto bottom half - please check

Week of Enter the Monday date of the week in which tournament begins as Date-Month-Year

Result Examples Display As

Regular sets 60 61 - note NO punctuation or hyphens.

Tiebreak set 76(3) - the losing point score is what you record within the ( ) - note the use of curved brackets

Match Tiebreaks [10-4] - note the use of squared brackets

Retirement RET - example 63 41 RET

Bye Bye

Walkover Walkover or WO

Default Default or DEF - example 52 DEF

Entering champions on 48/64 knock-out draws Only enter names in top half of drawsheet and names will auto fill into bottom half - please check

Order of results - knock-out drawsheets Winning team's score is always first. E.g. 26 64 63 means that the team lost the first set and won the next two. 

Order of results - round-robin drawsheets Score of players listed on left of round-robin table is always first (see example sheet)

Player Details - knock-out drawsheets Display As

First Round Full name

After First Round Family name only

First Name(s) First letter in Upper case with remainder in lower case - example Alessandro

Family Name(s) UPPER CASE - example CALBUCCI

Partners List player partners in alphabetical order by Family Name

Nationality Select individual nationalities of each player from drop-down menu

Copying Family Names into new round Highlight names, select copy and use Paste Values option to paste names into new round of draw.

Qualifiers, Wild Cards & Lucky Losers Insert Q, WC or LL in St. column (St. stands for Status)

Player Details - round-robin drawsheets Display As

Enter player names Only enter names into left column and they will automatically appear in the horizontal rows

Nationality Select individual nationalities of each player from drop-down menu

First Name(s) First letter in Upper case with remainder in lower case - example: Alessandro

Family Name(s) UPPER CASE - example: CALBUCCI

If holding a Qualifying event you can use the draw sheet template that provides the closest drawsize.

Before adding any information to the templates, copy any draw templates, if necessary, and rename the appropriate tab with the draw e.g. Men's Main Draw 16

Refer to EXAMPLE Main Draw 16 tab to see a completed knock-out drawsheet.

INSTRUCTIONS

Refer to EXAMPLE round-robin 3 team tab  to see a completed round-robin drawsheet.


